Imagine you could see, think and act quicker than the opposition whatever your sport.
Well, that’s what OKKULO can do for you.
Our specialist training technology and environment use light science to override the biological process of the brain
and adapt the athlete's visual system to improve their perception and reaction. When training in the changing light
levels of the system an athlete's visual processing of information accelerates
When performing back in normal light levels the athlete nds that a recalibration of the brain has taken place and that
the improved visual processing continues, allowing them to consistently perform better

In other words, we speed up the athlete and slow down their sport
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OKKULO technology is revolutionising training for teams and individual athletes,
improving performance by as much as 64

An OKKULO case study.

SALFORD CITY FC
An OKKULO case study with the 1st
Team Goalkeeping Department, head
coach Carlo Nash and 1st choice
goalkeeper, Václav Hladký

St Mirren
2019/20

Salford Pre Okkulo
Aug - Early Dec

Salford Exposure to Okkulo
Dec - May

Games played

30

21

34

Shots On Target

132

52

108

Saves

95

38

86

72%

73%

80%

10

8

17

33.3%

38%

50%

41

27

24

1.37

1.29

0.71

Save Percentage
Clean Sheets
Clean Sheet percentage
Goals against
Goals Per 90 Mins

The table above clearly shows Václav Hladký’s performance improvement post-Okkulo
intervention. This can be seen in the difference between the Salford City (pre Okkulo) column and
the Salford (with Okkulo) column.
On 17 occasions (out of 34 games) when exposed to Okkulo, Václav saved all of his shots (100%).
Václav’s goals conceded per 90 mins for Salford City dropped
drastically to 0.71 from 1.29 per 90 prior to Okkulo. He conceded fewer
goals (24) in 13 more games when exposed to Okkulo, compared to 6 (27) goals conceded in 21
games. His clean sheets doubled in half the
time and his save percentage increased to 80% from 73%.
Taking in to account all of the leagues in the UK (EPL / Championship / EFL1 / EFL2) Václav Hladký
is ranked #1 in the UK for clean sheets and #1 in the UK for save percentage (80%).
Hladký is also in EFL League 2 Team of The Year, and won the 2020-2021 EFL League 2 Golden
Glove.

*The dip in performance in the the graph during January was
the result of a positive Covid case by coach Carlo Nash. This
resulted in less time in Okkulo.

